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Friday, October 10. 2008

AFKIM: Instant Messenger for PSP  v3.3.7

Hi all,

Here is a new release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for
PSP written by Danzel !
(see  http://localhost.geek.nz/)

The server im.bitlbee.org is down and it doesn't appear even in DNS. Unfortunately it is the default Bitlbee server used
by afkim and there is no way to create a new account using afkim in any other Bitlbee server.
(You have to do it by yourself using any IRC client).

In this new version of afkim you can specify in afkim.cfg file the public Bitlbee server / port you want to connect to. The
afkim.cfg file try now to connect you to im.codemonkey.be when using a new account (you have to rename or remove
the bitlbee.cfg file first).

Special thanks to BLacKyyy* for his feedback on im.bitlbee.org server issue.

afkim-v3.3.7-fw4x.zip

afkim-v3.3.7-fw15.zip

afkim-v3.3.7-src.zip

 
         Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 23:13

thanks for the fast work zx  very good work
    BLacKyyy on Oct 10 2008, 23:15

Thanks Dude,

Zx
    zx-81 on Oct 11 2008, 01:20

Your comment did not contain anything, please go back and try again
    alandma on Oct 15 2008, 16:49

how to add for mirc? can teach?
    paul02 on Nov  3 2008, 17:12

maybe i'm lame, but every time a started this afkim, create a new account, it says Connect error, than the psp freezes and shuts
down
Whyyy? please help 
    Shaein on Dec  7 2008, 07:26

How to register ??? 
    Sevki on Jan 13 2009, 23:23
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you may register manually (http://www.bitlbee.org) and then modify bitlbee.cfg config file accordingly,

Zx
    zx-81 on Jan 14 2009, 10:03

I not found registration page in bitlbee.org  please help me Zx 
    Sevki on Jan 18 2009, 19:28

I have the same problem. where and how to register? there is no registration page in bitlbee...
    Shaeineh on Jan 19 2009, 20:23

You have to register using a PC irc client on bitlbee server (see details on bitlbee web site)

Zx
    zx-81 on Jan 21 2009, 09:28

how do i even put it on my  psp hahaha   email me   pimpj95@hotmail.com or msn messanger or just leae another comment 
    sony_is_descent on Mar  3 2009, 03:39

Hi zx-81 (I`m Spanish), I like very very yours proyects.
Are you still developing AFKIM now?
Contact me, I need help for compile AFKIM
My msn: carlos_marchamalo_13
bye bye 
    carlossolano on Apr  8 2009, 11:34

wud u be able to make it go beep wen i receive mesage
    goku on Apr 24 2009, 17:11

I registered with an irc client, but I still dunno how to get afkim work with my account, what should i exactly do step by step? Pleaase...
    Shaeineh on May 18 2009, 04:18

which one do i download for psp with 1.50 kernel
    calvin on Jun  9 2009, 00:21

This one : afkim-v3.3.7-fw15.zip

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun  9 2009, 08:16

I would like to know if this would work on a PSP 3000 6.29 PRO-B8 4GB?
    Justin on Oct 31 2011, 22:53

how to make a use name an password on PSP AFTPD on your psp
    jeremykabigting on Feb 12 2012, 18:44
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